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Abstract

In this era the incorporation of technology into teaching and rescarch is one of the most important challenges for
cducation. It is right time to move beyond the walls of our classrooms to join forces with other institutions and societies to
revitalize education. The prescnt paper focuses on the use of technology in tcaching learning process that will greatly contribute
to meet the needs of students for learning anywhere and anytime. This technology_providesa learning environment that is
self-paced,learner-controlled and individualizcd.

Introduction

Education is one of the most influencing systems of our socicty for the development and growth of the nation. The
education system of a society reflects its image. Technology, in this regard, is one of the most critical issues in the present
global era. Now in order to gain a broad perspective, yet remain relevant to one's own situation, there is a need to think

globally andact locally. Despite the ubiquitous appearance of technology in socicties around the world, we continue to
grapple with how we might make the best use of Information Technology (1T) in our education system. Technology, in
acquiring knowledge and skill is an extremely essential component of education and training at all levels: primary, secondary,
higher and professional education. Multimedia access to knowledge is one of the possibilities of information and
communication technology that has tremendous impact on lcarning. The instructional media has emerged in a variety of
resources, and equipment, which can be used to supplement or complement the teachers efforts in ensuring effective learning
by students.
It is recognized that conventional media technologies can no longer mect the needs of our teaching and learning processes; as a
result they are being replaced by multimedia technology.

Statement of the Problem

Use of Multimedia Information Technology in Influencing Quality of Teaching Learning" There is an
urgent neced to improve the quality of education to bridge the gap between developed and developing nations, and multimedia
instruction is considered as a necessary tool for this purpose. However, the presence of multimedia alone will not stimulate
significant changes in a school. Teachers are important ingredient in the implementation of multimedia instruction in education.
Without the involvement of teachers, most of the students may not take advantages of all the available potential benefits of
multimedia on their own. Teachers need to participate actively in the use of multimedia facilities. They have to be trained in the
use of multimedia and in its integration in the classroom activitics to enhance thinking and creativity among students. They
must also learn to facilitate and encourage students by making them responsible for their own learning. Manyof the current
graduates werc found tobe lackingin creativity, communications skills,analytical and critical thinking and problem
solvingskills (Teo and Wong, 2000; Tan, 2000).

[In this study, attempts are, therefore made for examining such issues, as they are pertinent to multimedia utilization
for teaching in the Faculties of Arts and Education, University of lbadan, Oyo State, Nigeria.]



Objectives

Specifically, the objectives of this study ore to:

1. Determine the availability of instructional multimedia in the Facultlies of Bducation for teaching and learning.
2. Determine the pattern and frequency of the use of multimedia by lecturers in these sclected faculties for teaching and
learning.
3. Investigate the adequacy of multimedia facilitics for teaching and learning in these faculties.
4. Identify factors, ifany, which limit the use of multimedia by the university lecturers in the two facultics.

Information Technology in Education

"Information Technology (1T) is the science that investigates the propertics and behaviours of information, the forces
governing the flow of information, and the means of processing information for optimum accessibility and usability. The lield
1Sdcrived irom mathematics, logic, linguistics, psychology, computer technology, graphic arts and management cte. IT implies
Telccommunications involving a combination of computers, networks, satellites, telephones, radio, television and the like. ITT

resources involve not only hardware (equipment) but also soflware (programmes), people, education, government and
assoCiationVcollaboration resources. Application of IT in education involves many disciplines relatled to computers in handling,
processing, management, automation and communication of information in the broader cultural and cconomic context ofa
socicly. Thus, tcchnology in education encompasses one or more of the following modes:

Media and Audio-Visual (AV) communication, e.g. alternative instructional delivery systems such as Radio, Educational
Television (ETV), etc.

Vocational training tools, such as CBT (Computer Bascd Training), CAD (Computer Aided Design), etc.:

Computers and computer-based systems for instructional delivery and management, c.g. CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
etc.

In fact, the state-of-the-art technology is currently being used in schools to integrate the senses and thoughts with feelings and
actions. Such schools are called 'Smart schools.'

The Smart Schools

A need is felt to make students and teachers better equipped to enter the workforce, where use of technology is a standard
practice. It will change the way-teachers teach, may impact their status in the classroom and will definitelyalters the way
students learn by cnabling them to develop numerous modes, techniqucs, tools and styles of learning. Technology can provide
effectivelearning experiences by helping the learners they perceive information, reflect on how it will impact their life,

compare how it fis into their own experiences and think about lhow this information offers new ways to act. The present era

puts forth the concept of a 'digital classroom' and 'smart schools" which are locally grournd yet has a global out look. The
digital classrooms and smart schools mainly aim at the following:

To change the teaching/learning process by encouraging tecachers to shift to child-centered and more collaborative
forms of learning in thcir classrooms;

To prepare students who are creative, numerate, literate, well-trained and readily retainable at any point in their
development;

To ensure that all the students understand the necessity of being able to live and work harmoniously with other people
in their environment and for the progress of the society.



Thus, IT in education along with our traditional modes, can be uscd for developing: Teaching Learning Materials (TLM) which

make the classroom environment lively and conducive to learming. It can be used for individualized learning or self learning, as

well. The use of Information Technology can engage lcarners in the four-step process as described by David Kolb in the book

Experiential Leaming (1997), where he identifies the steps in the following manner.

According to Kolb, lecarmers have immediate concrete experiences that allow them to reflect on new experiences from different

perspectives. IT can be used in our classrooms in the following ways:

WATCHINGTHINKING FEELING DOING

Multimedia:

Development in computers, communication, electronics and other Multimedia tools provide a wide range of sensory

stimuli. It is said 'I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand.' The animations, simulations, software

PacKages to teach various subjects, speech, music, multimedia networks and image enhancements etc. create virtual realities

and experiences for the leamers, which in turm, help in making learning a more direct, useful, and joyful experience and retain

knowledge for a longer time.

Community resources:

An electronic community allows students to engage in dialogue with each other, their teacher, experts and teachers in

diferent parts ofthe country or the world. This can be done via two modes namely, asynchronous communication and
synchronous communication. In asynchronous communication, exchanges take place in a delayed format. There are anumber
of activities that can be developed using asynchronous communication like presentations, free flow discussions ona topic, peer
reviews, debates, message boards, bulletin boards, e-mails, listing servers, seminars, simulations, feed back on assignments,
forums, leamer led and threaded discussions. Where as, in a synchronous interactive environment, exchanges take place in real
time.
Instant messengers, chat rooms, and MOOs are good examples. (A MO0s is a sortofsophisticatedchat room, complete with
its own architecture of interconnected rooms, stock pile of objects that can be manipulated, andacast of interesting characters.
Originally used for role-playing games, the MOOs have recently made its way into technologically progressive universities and
secondary schools. Some outstanding academic M00s include NCTE- MO0 designed for teachers and teacher educators and
diversity M00 designed specifically for academic purposes.) The synchronous communication can also be used for online
lectures and live demonstrations.

Individualized instruction:

Technology can be used for individualized instruction in order to bridge the gaps between the teaching styles and the
leaming stry les. The use of technology can be made to address the visual leaners, auditory learners and kinesthetic learners. In
an ordinary classroom with one teacher, it is difficult for the teacher to respond and provide feedback to each student. The
programmed instruction models as suggested by Skinner car be used to provide leamers learn at their own pace and give
immediate feedback.

Audio-Visuals and Animations:

Audiovisuals, video conferencing, short animations and virtual reality etc can be used in teaching leaning process.
The abstract ideas can be focused upon and understood by means of visuals from different point of views. To illustrate the
chapters topics of the respective subjects can be taught by PowerPoint presentations. The Ministry of Human Resource
Development. Infomation and Broadcasting and the Prasar Bharti have launched the Educational TV channel of India "Gyan
Darshan on 2oth January 2000. The Central lInstinute of Educational Technology, a constituent unit of NCERT, also provides
educational videos and audio programs for various stakeholders at school education level. All these attempts hope to have a
positive impact on leaming.

Digital devices:

The digital devices like cameras and scanners can be used for instruction. For instance digital photographs and
recordings can be used for electronic and virtual field trips, science experiments and demonstrations, etc. The portable scanners



Can read text from books, documents, research papers, newspapers and the information scanned can be pasted at ease for

reierence and documentation. The other digital devices like digital blackboards, electronic pens and touch screens etc. can also

be used to enhance learning. Studies reveal that use of technology motivates students to learm and inspires teacher to explore

how best a technology fits into his / her lesson.

Personal Digital Assistants (PDA):

The PDA wireless devices are used as e-learning tools allowing the learners to access information any time and any

where. It is observed that, there is a shift from the E-learning to M-learning (which includes learning via. mobile computation).

The use of Bluetooth and infrared technologies have made it possible to transfer information in fractions of seconds.

Online materials:

The online materials used in the educational setting are as listed below.

Database Database is a good source of materials put up by the government, libraries and educational institutions. It contains

Extensive information on graphic interface, websites, electronic page layout, graphics, multimedia and animated designs. The

websites like www.intschool-leipzig.com, ivww.discovery.com and www.nationalgeographic.com etc. provide information that

serve educational purposes.

Journals:

There are many e-journals available on the web. Facilitators can include online journals as an integral component of

their learming materials with knowledge that can be regularly updated and links that can remain active. Online journals like

www.rsc.org and www.journals.cambridge.org etc., are a good source ofinformation for helping learners to complete projects,

assignments and other research work.

Software libraries or Digital libraries:
Software libraries contain programs that the learners may download to their own computers. However some websites

require specific viewers and plug-ins before learners can view the website. There is a range of software available from many

websites on education, which includes downloads for preschool, grade school and high school. The software library includes e-

books, interactive CDs and teaching tools. The famous websites like www.chemsoc.org, www.library.thinkquest.org

www.iisc.emet.in, etc. allow downloads of interactive CDs in various subjects. The knowledge mapping software is designed to

capture and organize brainstorming sessions into concepts and knowledge webs can also be used. A teacher can pose a problem
diagram of ideas, web of ideas using hypertext and hypermedia forbefore the students. The students thereby can create

assembling and linking information to present their understanding of almost any topic. Simulated software can also be used to

explore student's prior knowledge. The student makes choices while interacting with the software. Observing the choices and

discussion made by the students enables the teacher to explore the student's prior knowledge and understanding about the same.

Interaction patterns:
Someschools in India have started using the internet and intranet facilities to interact/ communicate with each other.

The following patterns have been observed.

Teacher-parent interactions:
william D. Muiihead (2000) observed that online conversation with parents involved greater discussion about

pedagogical issues and often focused on students leaming than they had been in traditional school settings. Voice mail and
other messaging systems help in encouraging both parents and students to leave messages to their teachers. In addition, the
working parents and parents of hostellers have an opportunity to interact wi

direct access to the classrooms instead of having their children's educational experiences filer and interpreted through the eyes
the teachers at ease. The parents can also have the

of their children.

Teacher- teacher interactions:
Teachers around the world can share their instructional activities and experiences with each other. The chat rooms like

innovative teaching on www.yahoo.com and other websites like www.teachingideas.com, www.innovative teaching .com etc.
serve this purpose.



Teacher-student interactions and student-student interaction: this helps in creating a learning environment. The students candecide a time to mect online and discuss the various aspects of the course on weekends and holidays.

Online testing:

The teacher may prepare a question bank or an objeetive type test and place it on the network. The students answerand submit the test. The immediate feedback and scores can be obtained by the student. The evaluation can be done by meansof assignments in the form of presentations, documents, audio visuals, drill and practice, online quiz. in various subjects etc.

Multimedia in Teaching Learning Process:
Multimedia technology is becoming increasingly popular in education as a means to motivate students in their learningand to provide them many ways to express their ideas and display their information. lt also allows the teachers a flexibility topresent their curiculum in an innovative manner. This paper has showvn that the use of multimedia technology in creating astudent-centric leaming environment has yielded very positive results and has enabled students in the class to develop skillsthat will make them active knowledge workers and in line with the demands of the 21st century organizations.

Multimedia Applications for the Classroom:

Multimedia is in essence a presentation of information that incorporates nmultiple moedia such as text, audio, graphics,and animation. The representations can be redundant, incorporating the same content, or complenmentary, oflering additionalinformation. Multimedia need not be computerized, but computers offer some of the most seamlcss multimedia presentations.Moreover, digital nmultimedia, such as a simple CD-ROM, can offer teachers greater ease of presentation.There are numeroustypes of multimedia. Below ve review a selection of different multimedia forms, focusing on their potential for supportingdiverse learners.

1. Talking books and speech synthesis:
Digital texts can be read aloud using recorded human voice or synthetic text-to-speech programs. Read-aloud is anintrinsic feature of so-called talking books, but with text-to-speech software, virtually any digital content including web-basedtexts can be read aloud, with or without synchronous highlighting of the printed text. Speech synthesis can be segmented at avariety of levels, providing feedback at the level of the passage, sentence. Text-to-speech is also a beneticial writing tool. Itmay be easier for students to recognize errors while listening versus reading a composition. By using text-to-speech to readback the text they have written, students may be able to revise more successfully.

2. CD-ROM Story Books:
CD-ROM storybooks offer digital text in combination with features such as animations, illustrations, speech, andsound. For example, a CD-ROM storybook might offer the story text together with animations, vocabulary definitions andsound effects. Some storybooks incorporate an audio version of the text. Thus, they can benefit reluctant readers and studentswith deficits in basic literacy skills.

3. Video/Video Discs:

Video/videodiscs offer a means to contextualize curriculum content and instruction across the curriculunm. Forexample, video can be used to anchor mathematics instruction to an authentic context. That is, vidco can be used to present tostudentsa real-world context within wvhich mathematical problem-solving can then be situated. Video/videodisc-basedanchored instruction can similarly be applied to contextualize instruction in other content areas. These approaches are valuablein helping to engage and motivate students, in providing students with alternatives to text, and in supporting dilterences inbackground knowledge.

4. Hypermedia:

Hypermedia refers to hyperlinked multimedia, the linkage of text, audio, graphics, animation, and/or video throughhyperlinks. For example, a hypermedia study guide nmight offer illustrated textbook content hyperlinked to web-based video andother content, glossary entries and comprehension questions. Other hypermedia applications for the classroorm includesupported digital reading environments and lessons.



5. Computer Simulations:

Computer simulations are a means to "open up the walls of the classroom,." providing students with an opportunity to

observe, manipulate and investigate phenomena that are normally inaccessible an orbiting satellite or foreign culture using tools

and materials that are not available in the classroom. In this respect, they provide an advantageous alternative to learning that

might otherwise rely on lecture and printed text.

Influencing Quality of Teaching Learning-

Leadership qualities and attitudinal change:

I is cspecially important at the school level for the principal and teachers to have a vision of what is possible through the use

of tcchnology, and be able to work with others to achieve the vision. Without this vision, and the translation of the vision into

action, lasting school improvement is almost impossible.

Time consuming:

It is true that in the initial stages, integrating technology into teaching and learming is a slow, time consuming process that

requircs substantial levels of support and encouragement for educators. But as the teachers gain proficiency and become adept

at tcchnology usage, technology becomes a smart tool that allows them to work faster and better.

Infrastructure remains a serious barrier to technology adoption:

It is very diflicult to focus on integrating technology to support learning, if youcannot overcome basic technological equipment
and facílities issues. Schools that servestudents in economically backward areas typically have greater barriers than schools in

afluent communitics in getting the basics in place.

These Technologies are used in Teaching learning Process in our college- Gyan Mahavidhyalaya,
Agra Road, Aligarh:

Use of Computer
Use of T.V.
Use of O.H.P.
Use of Slide Projector
Use of DVD Player
Use of Radio
Use of Digital Camera
Use of language Lab.
Use of Internet

Merit
By using Computer/Internet we are making our best efforts to increase the knowledge of teachers. It is also

beneficial for the students.

By using T.V. efforts are being made to create enjoying atmosphere.
By using O.H.P., we are creating the Educational atmosphere.
By using Slide Projector, we are Exposing the slide to make its view clean.

By using DVD player, we are arranging the films to develop its values.
By using the radio, we are providing current news to the students.

By using Digital camera, we are showing different activities to the students.



By using Language Lab., We are providing the facilities to the students to learn how to speak with correctpronunciation & have good communication.
By using LCD Projector, we are Increasing the learning level of students.

In short, various sorts of multimedia techniques are used in our college, consequently wegot success to achieve NAAC GRADE "A"

Practical Difficultiecs of Using Multimedia in our College:
There are less availability of the material in the regional language (Hindi) in education.
we can not use LCD projector for every educational topic.
We can not use slide for every educational topic.
In case of O.H.P., T.V., Internet, slide projector, LCD projector & Language Lab., we can not use it inrural arcas regularly, because we are facing short electricity supply problem.

End notcs:
India, being a developing country, faces the problem of practicability to a great extent. There are various programmesand projects via which the government is making continuous efforts to make technology reach all parts of our country. Thus,the influence of 1T in cducation cannot be underestimated.

It is rightly said, 'an able teacher need to sind ways and means to improve their teaching techniques - using IT is one ofthem. Educational Innovations certainly do not come about automatically. They have to be invented, planned, initiated andimplemented in a way that will make educational practices more adequately geared to the changing objectives of instructionand make them more consistent with changing standards of instruction.

Conclusion:

The pedagogical strength of multimedia is that it uses the natural information processing abilities that we alreadypossess as humans. Our eyes and ears, in conjunction with our brain, form a formidable system for transforming meaninglesssense data into information.
The old saying that "a picture is worth a thousand words" often understates the case especially with regard tomoving images, as our eyes are highly adapted by evolution to detecting and interpreting movement. Multimedia has otherweaknesses too. While proponents of this new technology are very enthusiastic about its potential, they often leave the financialand technical issues unattended. Developments in multimedia are very high and the process of developing effective multimediatakes time. Time spent on developing the costs. In acrostic style, we cover many dificult topics to easy understand EducationTechnology. Students take interest in other than traditional methods, so they learn in different way, very soon. Students reciteacrostics anywhere and revise their topics in few minutes. Acrostics are also very helpful in other subjects and in otherlanguages.
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"The Effect of Computer Assisted Instruction on
Conceptual Development in Physics of School Children"
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Dr. Eklak Ahamad
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Abstract -

Through this paper, It is tried to understand the current status of using Computer Assisted Instruction
program in secondary school of teaching in Physics in developing conceptual development. This study is
performed in Moradabad city. The results show the effectiveness of CAI in developing concept.

Introduction -

The use of computer in education opens a new area of knowledge and offers a tool that has
potential to change some of the existing educational methods. The teacher is the key to the effective
exploitation of these resources in educational system. As usage of computer continues to increase in
society, teachers must also prepare for the use of computers within the classroom. This involves all the
levels of education. In the modern age, computer has become an integral part of the teaching learning
process. We can not deny its importance for enhancement of teaching method. It is very important that the
conceptual clarity of the content should be done in the classroom. To face the challenges of present and
future in this information age, every nation will have to enhance the quality of its educational system,
which is possible only by exploring the new dimensions and benefiting from latest means of
communication. This study will explore new dimensions for the enhancement of quality education in our
schools. Mathematics and science teachers in secondary school, teach content generally by traditional
method. Development of effective Computer Assisted Instruction programme and its widespread
acceptance with provision for necessary facilities for CAI may suggest an alternative mode of instruction.
CAI programme for secondary school Mathematics and science may provide for job training of teachers
with some adaptation. Special CAI software can also be developed for the job training of teachers.
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Through this study, it will be tried to understand the coniceptual developrnent in Physics among X" class

students.

Objectives

1. To compare the eflect of Computer Assisted Istruction with traditional method on Conceptual

development in Physics of Govt. Aided School and Public sehool students.

2-To sce the effect ofComputer Asisted Istruction on Conceptual development in Govt Aided and

Public school students.

3- To cxamine the cfect of CAl on Conceptual development in male and female students in Govt.

Aided and Publicsehool

4- To analyne the effect of CAI wilh traditional method on Conceptual development in Gov. Aided

School and Public school students.

Hypothesis

1There is no significant difference between students pre-test (Traditional method) and post-test

(CAI) on Conceptual Development in Physics.

2 There is no significant difference between Govt. Aided School and Publie School students post-

test (CAl) on Conceptual Development in Physics.

3 There is no significant difference between male and female students of Govt. Aided and Public

School post-1est (CAI) on Conceptual Development in Physics.

4- There is no significant difference between pre-test (Traditional Method) and post-test (CAI) of

Govt. Aided and Public School students on Conceptual Development in Physies.

Design of the Study-

This study was carried out in four urban schools in Moradabad city. Total 142 samples (Male and

Female) were taken from XI class. Both the English and Hindi medium students were selected. The main

teaching subjccts of the students were Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics. The data were collected in

two phases i.c. pretest and postest. After teaching with CAI package, it was observed that the clarity of
concept took place. Self made tool of 25 items in Physics (related to five chapters) was used for data
collection. Data was collected from both Govt. aided and Public school. Analysis of data was done to
achieve objectives with the help of SPSS. Statistical technique mean. S. D. and t-test were used for
analysis of data.

18



Results

tvaluc
(d.f141)

Corelation
Testing N Mean SD S. Em

Pre- test 142 10.99 3.550 .298

882 17.805**

Post-test 142 13.51 2.892 .243

1. Hypothesis-1 i.e. there is no significant difference between students pre-test (Traditional
Method) and post-test (CAI) score on Conceptual development in Physics is rejected. It means
there is significant difference between pre-test and post test on conceptual development in
Physics. It shows that CAI method of teaching is better than traditional method of teaching.
Same result is shown in total male and female students pre-test and post test.

2. Hypothesis-2 i.e. there is no significant difference between Govt. School and Public School
student post-test (CAI) score on Conceptual development in Physics is rejected. This shows that
there is significant difference between Govt. aided and Public school students post-test on
Conceptual development in Physics. It indicates that effect of CAI is more on Public school
students. In the case of male students hypothesis is rejected and accepted on different level of
significance. It shows that there is signifcant difference between Govt. aided and Public school
male students post-test on conceptual development in Physics at .05 level and there is no
significant difference at .01 level. The significant difference has been observed in female
students post-test on conceptual development in Physics at both levels of significance.

value
Testing Mean SD S Em d6)

Male 41 12.71 2.305 360

.303

Female 27 12.52 2.806 540

3. Hypothesis-3 i.e. there is no significant difference between Govt. School male and female students
post-test (CAI) on Conceptual development in Physics is accepted. This shows that there is no significant
difference between Govt. aided male and female students on post-test in conceptual development of
Physics. Same result is observed in Public School male and female students on post-test mean score in
conceptual development of Physics.
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Correlation tvalueTesting N Mcan S.D S.Em (d. 67)

Pre-test 68 9.79 2.519 305

.757 13.373**
Post- test 68 12.63 2.497 303

1&3

Hypothesis-4 i.e. there is no significant difference between Govt. School students pre-test
(Traditional Method) and post-test (CAI) score on Conceptual development in Physics is rejected. It
means that there is significant difference between pre-test and post test means on conceptual development
in Physics. It clearly indicates that post test means is greater than pre test mean in Govt. aided school
students. Similar finding has been observed in Public school students.

Educational Implications-
This study is useful for school teachers, administrators and parents to make learning better. CAI creates
interest in students as well as teachers. They can learn according to their wish and there is no time limit or
time duration. It is the new way of teaching and learning. It is a new strategy for teaching masses and also
very useful for remote areas. If we use CAI package in our schools, it will be better for our students in
future.
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HIRIT

STO IHT THA Tuil)

31et ya uRT-(Meaning and Definition of value)

Value is the characteristic of a thing or activity which helps in conversation andfurtherance of our life (Biological meaning)



fNTRA TREi 3ej-(Ethical meaning)- 2 qrgý 3erqT fabun rara gri ë, u gArt

Those things or activities
perfect."(Ethical meaning)

valuable which help in making ourare soul

EIRA et - (Philosophical meaning)- "*ut eît fit aufd feY T7rit Brdi t. T

Everything which is useful to an individual becomes valuable to him (Philosophical
meaning)

yfHTNT

A faH (Moral Development)- aE RT ufRTa5 Yi ifA faTRI zrur« EI 7E

TfTHT, FITI, FRuy, guraN, VETTA, aagra,

HpfA5 fT- (Cultural development)- TT RIET FTFfaa faa j 7EYuÍ



T a fNeT UqTrI- (olbjective of valuc education)- 1985 fTeT gerr

yHTEITC fREUT fafezi - (Effective Methods of teaching)- fYreroT z7s rd gy T



Hfe NEH HYTTtoru- (Female Teacher Empowerment)- farTATTTA aT aIDaaR

HRGIHYTTIOYU- (Women Empoverment)- fBaI TRTRHYUI TE ufT3, frY FRT

THI
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LEARNING UTILITY OF SCIENCE SYLLABUS WITH
REFERENCE TO UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE AND

SCIENTIFIC CREATIVITY AT SECONDARY LEVEL
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ABSTRACT

When children grow and come to school to learn science, they are confronted with many directions with certain prenotions and beliefs about natural phenomena which they normally get from parents, society and environment. Thecultural, emotional and religious values which they got from their family remain with them. When students aregiven some demonstration of certain scientific facts and explanation in actual class room situations, there is conflictbetween their beliefs and the science explanations. There is need to consider those beliefs and values which thechild has learnt before coming to school, and to evolve a strategy for teaching science with proper consideration ofcultural, social, emotional, and above all, human values.
There is a need for development guidelines for curriculum developers and teacher educators for designingan effective values and utility oriented science curriculum. In a science curriculum, there is need to emphasize thatscience and technology are interdependent, and both are needed for society. New thoughts may be given to theteaching of science concepts, with illustrating examples of their technology, used in everyday life. Instead ofattempting to lead the pupil with information from all the contemporary disciplines, efforts should be made to helpthe child to learn the key concepts which cut across, aware and interested in science. In child centered sciencecurricula, sufficient elements are to be provided to help an individual to question superstitions, misbelieve andprejudices. It must help to realize the underlying biological unity of human beings so that one can see beyond thebarriers of race, color, caste, languages and narrow nesses of different kinds. Both the beneficial and the harmfulprospects of science are to be presented. While a learner appreciates the utilitarian aspects of science, he should alsobe made aware of misuses of science, such as effects of nuclear holocaust. Science curricula should be stimulatingas well as interesting. The over expanding horizons of science, though not apparent at the time, captures the youngmind and helps in developing aesthetic appreciation. Since values of science are enshrined in its processes,emphasis should be laid on the process approach while teaching science. This research provides the utilitarian valueof science syllabus with reference to understanding of sciènce and scientific creativity at secondary level.

Introduction

Today it has become essential to understand the basic principles of science as it has become an integral part of life.Many issues, facing mankind, require an understanding of scientific principles by the public and by decision makers.Science has to play an important role in affecting utilitarian values system. Utilitarian value dimensions of science canbe understood clearly if its nature and processes are understood first. The processes of science are basicallyresponsible for utilitarian values dimensions. According to Francis Bacon, science begins with collection of data bycareful observations and experiments. Here collection of data is done in an objective manner by the observer. Theobserver is supposed to be unbiased, quite neutral and almost aloof. The next slop involves the analysis andclassification of data in order that some connection may emerge and be recognized. Based on this finite selection ofdata, a generalization is induced and a hypothesis, fit for testing by further observation, is proposed. Controlledexperiments are now designed to test the hypothesis. Depending on the experiments, the hypothesis finds recognitionand is incorporated in the body of scientific knowledge, or rejected or modified and rested. In this approach of
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pursuing scienve, there is definite logical sequencing of prcesses in which these are considered. Here observationsand eaperimentathn play ver important roles. This approach should be contrasted with the secret activities of thealchemists and expcTimentatin wiich as carried out for practical purposes without any desire to understand theundertying principles (trial and error imprtant).

Justification of the Study
After grouing up, The children come to sehoot to leam many subjects. Science is one of them. At thisstage. the children are confrontod with many directions, with certain pre-notions and belietfs. getting these thingsfrom their scicties and families These beliefs always nemain with them consequently. a contlict begin to hoveraround in their minds hotween their belicfs and the science explanations. So it is necessary to consider those beliefsand valucs and cvolve a strateg for teaching science with appopriate consideration ofcultural social and all humanvalues.

To achieves this aim. cumiculum developers and teacher educators should try to develop an effective andutilty oricnted scicnee cumiculum. It should be emphasizei that both the seience and the technology are interdependent and neccssary for sacial persons. New thought may be given to the teaching of science coneepts, used inCve day life. It shouid be essential to help the students to learn the key concept. which will help to ereate thewareness and intcrest. In ehild centered science curicula. sutficient elements are to be provided to help anindividual to question superstitions, misbelieve and prejudices. It must be tried to present both the beneficial andhamful projects of science. As the teaching of science captures the young mind and helps in developingappreciation.

Statement of the Problem
The Problem was stated as "Learning Utility of Science Syllabus With Reference to Understanding of Science
and Scientific Creativity at Secondary Level".

Objectives of the Researeh Work
In view of the available literature of the topic, the following objectives were set:

.To study the Learning Utility of Science Syllabus at secondary level.
To study the dimensions of Leaming Utiliy of Science Syllabus.
To study the Leaming Utility of Science Syllabus and Understanding of Science among the students at secondarylevel.
To analyze the Learning Utility of Science Syilabus and Understanding of Science according to
- Gender

-Location of the Schools

Castes and

Management of School

To study the Learning Utility of Science Syllabus and Scientific Creativity among the students at secondary level.To analyze the Learning Utility of ScieneeS llabus and Scientific Creativity according to
Gender

Location of the Schools

Castes and

Management of Schools



To study the relationship of Lcarning Utility of Scicnce Syllabus, Understanding of Science and Scientific
Creativity.
To analyze the Learning Utility of Science Syllabus, Understanding of Science and Scientific Creativity
according to

Gender

Location of the Schools

Castes and

Management of Schools

Hypothesis of the Study
The following hypothesis have been formulated:

There exists no significant relationship between Learning Utility and Understanding ofScience.

There exists no significant difference between girls and boys in Learning Utility of Science.

There exists no significant difference between girls and boys in Understanding of Science.

There exists no significant difference between girls and boys in Scientific Creativity.

There exists no significant difference between rural and urban boys in Learning UtilityofScience

There exists no significant difference between rural and urban boys in Understanding of Science.

There exists no significant difference between rural and urban boys in Scientific Creativity.

There exists no significant difference between rural and urban girls in Learning Utility of Science.

There exists no significant difference between rural and urban girls in Understanding ofScience.

There exists no significant difference between rural and urban girls in Scientific Creativity.

There exists no significant difference between different schools (Govt., Aided and Private) in Learning Utility of
Science.

There exists no significant difference between different schools (Govt, Aided and Private) in Understanding of
Science.

There exists no significant difference between differentschools (Govt., Aided and Private) in Scientific Creativity.

There exists no significant difference between- OBC, SC, ST & General Caste students learning utility ofscience
& scientific creativity.

Delimitations of the Study

The study has been delimited to schools following NCERT syllabus.

The study has been limited to the schools of CBSE Board only.

The rural and urban sehool has been identified on the basis of categorization by the state.

The caste of the sample has been taken from the school register.

The study has been delimited to secondary level students.

The study has been limited to theschools running by State Government. The schools running by central governnment
like Kendriya Vidyalayas, Navodaya Vidyalayas, School of Railways, Sainik Schols, Army Schols ete are not
considered.



Design of the Study

The present stundy was ndertaken with the objective to focus upon the 'Secondary School Students'. The Rural and
Uban schools were identified on the basis of categorization by the statc. The castes were taken from the school
register of the schools. Sample for the study were divided in equal parts i.e., Girls and Boys (Gender wise), Rural
and Urban (lLocation wise), Gcneral, SC and OBC (Caste wise) Government, Aided and Private (Management
wise).

Sample

To carry out the present research, 540 students of 9" standard were choscn from the Government, Aided and Prívate
sehools, situated in Delhi Region. The sanples for the present study were selected from schools, following NCERT
syllabus. The samples were based on the stratisicd random sampling techniquc. The design of samplegiven below:

Sampling Design of the Study
Location Rural Urban

Managenment of Govt. Aidcd Private Govt. Aided Private
Sehools

Gender Boys Girls Boys Cirls IBoys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

45454545 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45A5

Variables

The following variables will be relevant to the study:

Gender Girls and Boys

Location of Schools : Rural and Urban

Caste General, Scheduled Caste (SC) and OBC

Management of Schools: Government, Aided and Privately Managed

Tools
The investigator vas used the three tools in thc sludy:

Learning Utility of Science being a new arca and non-availability of test, the investigator constructed a tool

which was based on the science syllabus of NCERT text book of class IX.

Test on Understanding Science: Initially the test was constructed by W.W.Colley and L.E.Klopfer, Harvard

University, Cambridge Massachusetts. The test was adopted in Hindi by S.Masih. The test was reviewed and

administered to measure tlhe Understanding of Scicnce.

Vigyan Srijanatmak Parikshan by Dr. B.D.Singh, Reader, Banaras Hindu University (UP).

Data Collection
On the very first dayof the visit to respective schools, all the students were clubbed together and were informed
about the purpose of the study. A rapport was established, and a well conductive atmosphere was created.
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One questionnaire was given per day after bringing them into confidence so that the generated information
would be kept confidential and would not be used for any other purpose. After filling the personal details, the
students were requested to read the instructions carefully and were enabled to understand the questions by
explaining the example quoted by author.

Statistical Analysis

The present research was an attempt to study the learning utility of science syllabus with reference to understanding
of science and scientific creativity at secondary level students. The mean scores were compared using paired sample "t' test
and value were represented by the graphs also. 'F° values were computed using 'Analysis of Variance' (ANOVA) with
equal number wherever required and dcemed fit. Correlations were computed between different variables to assessment ofrelationship.

Major Findings and Conclusion

It was found that girls and boys were not significantly different in LUOSS. There was no signifcant
difference between them in the parameter concerned.
Rural and urban students of class IX of Delhi region were significantly different in LUOSS. It was found
that urban students were significantly higher than the rural students in the given parameter.
There were no significant differences among General, SC and OBC students of Delhi region in LUOSS.
Significant differences were found among Government, Aided and Private schools of Delhi region in
LUOSS. The students of Private schools were highest than the students of Aided and Government schools
in LUOSS. Government school scored least among them in the parameter concerned.
There was no significant difference between girls and boys of Delhi region in understanding of science.
Girls were not significant higher than the boys in understanding of science.
There was significant difference between rural and urban students of Delhi region studying in class IX.
Urban students were significantly higher than the rural students.
Significant differences were found among General, SC and OBC students studying in class IX of Delhi
region. General students scored significantly higher than the SC and OBC respectively.

There were significant difference among Goveroment, Aidcd and Private Schools. The students of Private
schools scored significantly higher than the students of Aided and Government respectively in
understanding of scicnce parameter.
There were nosignificant differcnces between girls and boys of class 1X in Delhi region. Girls of class IX
were not significantly higher than the boys in sciéntific creativity.
There was significant differenee between rural and urban students of Delhi region in scientific ereativity.
Urban students were significantly higher than the rural students.
Significant diffcrences were found among General, SC and OBC students. General students were
significantly higher than the OBC and SC students respectively in scientific creativity.
Significant differences were found among Government, Aided and Private School students. The students of
private schools scored highest than the students of Aided and Government respectively. The students of
Government scored least among them in scientific creativity.
Learning Uiliy of Our Surroundings dimension was significantly higher than the Food Resources
dimension, Living Organism and Natural Resources dimension among the students.

NOTE

By chance the ST students could not be find out in our research sample.

Implications
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As outconme of the prescnt research, some impotant findings have becn recorded which can be of paramountimportance in shaping the fotuue, acadenie ns well as professional, of our children if given duc cmphasis whiledischarging duties of routine nnd tackling some of tlheir belavioral complientions. The implications of the studyhave been enlisted bclow.

There were no signiticant dillerences between girls and boys in all the paramcters of this study i.c. lcarningutility of scicnee, vunderstanding of science and seicntilie ereativity. This finding may be used to incrcasc thegirl paticipation in various netivities related with seicnce nnd technology.
The students of urban area seored signiticantly higlher than the sludents of rural aren in all the paramcters of thestudy i.c. learning utility of scicnce syllabus, understanding of science nnd scientifie ercativity. This findingnceds more awareness und ntention to enhancing the scicntific nptitude among the students in the rural arca.
General students seored signilicantly higlhest than tlie OBC nnd SC studcnts in underslanding of scicnce andscientilie ereativity. This finding may be used by the policy makers, administrators, sclhool-management,
principals, teachers and social workers to provide various facilities and provision to the students of' backward &SC classes to upgrade their understanding and creativity in scienco.
There was no signilicant relationship in learning utility of science among Gencral, SC and OBC students. Butthhey achicve very low nmarks on leaning utility of scicnce syllabus. The findings can be used by the planncrsand teachers and administrators to know why the students are acquiring low marks in seicnco syllabus and whyhey are not using the leaning utility of seicnce syllabus?
Students of Private schools scored signilicantly highest than the students of Aided and Government throughout
the study. This inding may be used by the policy makers to upgrade the Governnent and aided sclhoolsregarding seientilie approach.
The findings of dimension wise analysis of sciencc syllabus may be used by thhe curriculum framer to developthe science syllabus.

Suggestions
1. The present investigation is conducted in Dellhi region only. The study, thereforc, cannot claim to havecomprehensiveness. Its conclusion may nol be valid universally. Thercfore, there is need of cross validation of thereported results.

The present study is conducted on only 540 students. It is, therefore, suggested that this research may be carried outon a larger sanple from the sinmilar population elsewhere.

2.

3. The present study is limited to learning utility of science syllabus. Further researches, thercforo, can be planned andconducted on another subject books.

4. It will also be appropriate to advise for conducting some longitudinal studics, as it is likely to go a long way toevaluate the impact of certain factors on learning utility of science.

5. Further studies may be conducted on the students of other elasses.

The similar researclh may be conducted on the teachers also.6.

NOTE

Prescnt Rescarch Paper is based on the unpublished IPh.D. thesis of the writer in titled "LEARNING UTILITY OFSCIENCE SYLLABUS WITII REFERENCE TO UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCI AND SCIENTIFIC
CREATIVITY AT SECONDARY LEVEL" subject-TEACIIER EDUCATION submitted to Regional Institute
of Ajmer, Rajsthan.






